
SPANISH KEY ASSOCIATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS MINUTES 

 

 

03/18/2020   10:00 CST  

The meeting was called to order by Steve Rozich, President. Roll call of those in attendance: On-

site - Read Diket, Steve Rozich, Rex Hiatt, Robert McCorkle. Also attending were: Ed Diket (SK 

109) and LeAnn Lundberg (SK 206).  

Cindy Kessler, Sam Schreiber, John Campbell conferencing by phone.  The full board was in 

attendance. 

Sherman Hopkins and Liz Von Bergen were on site. Quorum was established by Liz Von Bergen, 

administrative assistant to the board.  

 Quorum established. 

Proof of Notice of Meeting Posted 48 Hours in Advance.  Liz provided proof of notice of meeting 

posted 48 in advance. She confirmed notice was posted on Monday March 16th before 10 am.  

Approval of Previous Board Meeting Minutes – none to approve at this time. Request to post 

minutes for October board meeting minutes after homeowners meeting. Liz will post the one 

page on website. 

Financial Statements:  February, 2020 and discuss Interim Audit 12/31/19.                                           Sam 

Schreiber presented the draft through February, 2020 and the Draft Audit 12/31/19.  The audit 

with Warren Averett accounting firm is waiting on attorney letter from outside counsel 

concerning exposure of HOA on owner suit against the association. Steve approached Emmanuel, 

Shepard and Condon for a letter since we cannot get a letter from the law firm that is 

representing the insurance company, Lydecker and Diaz.    

Sam Schreiber explained that at some point it is advised by the auditors to review having a capital 

assessment to ensure we are keeping enough in reserve.  Sam noted that financially we are in a 

good place for this point in the year. 

Highlights Revenue 

Line item operating capital expenditures $5,000 now at $10,000, is a mistake.  These are drafts 

and some adjustments need to be made after Sam’s review. Should be where we need to be with 

these minor corrections. Revenue side is fixed. Operating funds has a mistake on the beach 

service.  

Legal Expense will be higher by about $4,000 and will smooth out over the year. 

Maintenance and repairs expenses are $8,800 over plan.  Some of this is due to the accounting 

for the Security fences being expensed from Operating funds instead of the Reserve fund and 



water usage due to the main water line break. Otherwise basically on budget plan. LeAnn asked 

about emergency fund in reserve account. Steve clarified. Sam asked for other questions. Don’t 

know what insurance will be yet for 20/21, but Steve stated that an increase was factored into 

the budget and owners have been billed for their pro-rata share.   

Landscape Update 

Rex gave an update that additional work was done on the fence by the Florabama. Sod was placed 

by poolside and landscape company is on target this year. Need to redo the pots by the front 

door which should cost about a hundred dollars.  When they put sod down it looks like it might 

not have been rolled and Rex suggested adding sand.  

Maintenance 

Sherman reported on maintenance, he noted seven key issues. 

We have had very high water bills for the last two months which indicated another leak present 

so we ordered a test on meter to see if operating correctly.  SK paid $ 240 for the test to be 

conducted.  We found another crack in the old main water line which was nine feet down and 

decided to totally replace the main eighty-foot line to the building. The old nine-foot section was 

left in place and we went three feet down all the way across for the new line.  Talking to ECUA to 

get a refund. Sherman is confident that we will get about 75% back. The water company will also 

refund for the sewer portion of the bill.  Robert asked people who did original work if those 

sections that were repaired were caused by shift damage.  One piece of pipe went up and down 

to avoid pipes. May be the movement of the pipes, but no definite explanation. John had 

mentioned putting meter on both sides. Sherman plans to address. The cost to replace the pipe 

Sherman stated was about $14,000. Sherman had to wait to Monday to work the problem or 

would have had cost to patch expense as well. 

The current security company; IPSC is doing a good job.  Sherman and the security foreman have 

adjusted the building route so that the security can report in when doing rounds. There are 

different stations and Sherman has been monitoring them.  We do not have any signage and will 

plan to get some.  Sherman brought up he was doing due diligence about the possibility of getting 

individual Water meters for each condo. Each unit would pay for what they use in water like the 

electric bill.  Sherman getting an estimate for this. Leanne asked if this was a slippery slope.  

Would there be a decrease in monthly dues. May be a way to better manage our water bill 

expense. Steve says “due diligence” to look at this issue. Steve thinks based on studies done that 

water usage may go down. Cindy notes that minimum water bills are charged when no usage. 

As was brought up in October, 2019, booster pumps for water pressure are an issue.  These 

pumps help provide water and increase the water pressure for mostly floors over the second 

level. We have two pumps in place to maintain pressure to compensate for usage at time.  The 

new proposed system would be a system made of stainless steel and would be a state-of-the-art 

system with no additional bladder system needed. Current system is 20 years old and now hard 

to gets parts for it.  Repair costs would be half of what would be to replace system. In 2019, 

Sherman brought up because of noted lack of pressure issues. Would like a second meter to 



compare for accuracy which could be put in if change out system. Price $31,000 in April, with 

10% increase expected. With the new system we could add a second meter which we currently 

do not have. Robert made a motion to replace and approve the new booster pumps. Steve 

seconded the motion. Motion unanimously approved.   

Elevators 

Elevators are operating for now. Have had issues with repairs needed everyday.  Replaced some 

parts but not the expensive ones. We have a 2018 rust assessment which would be about $90,000 

to repair water damage intrusion from past storms.  We have previously approved replacing our 

vendor (TK) when contract expires in September. There is a ninety-day window to change our 

relationship. Steve says that this goes back to previous discussions, Sam asked for clarification 

and due to overtime rates for weekends as current contract does not cover and we pay overtime 

rates. Steve suggested rather than spend for repairs on 20 year old elevators that are already 

damaged we should determine if that money should be used for new ones instead. On the agenda 

in the future to replace elevators.  

New Fences and Gates 
New fences East and West, 200 feet each. Gates in place on both sides. On East side very much 
needed because of overflow parking. West side, put so can get to west egress. Also used for 
landscape and events. Going to be locks with codes on both of the gates. The gate on East side 
leaning, but will be shored up with more concrete. 2668 is the front walkout code. Neither side 
gate has a code as of yet. Sherman will try to make more easily access. Need to lock fitness room. 
Security had to take out two people who were sleeping inside. Spoke with last contractor, advised 
need locksmith to do a digital lock. Any objections to lock, none at all. Cindy asked about other 
lock codes, ie. Exercise room, Sauna room.  
 
Next few issues follow up conversations of board. Steve referred to condo docs.  

Shutters – get pricing for remaining units. We need to have a vote of the membership to mandate 

all units being required to install hurricane protection with shutters. Would send out vote for and 

51% majority vote is required to confirm requirement to get shutters installed. SK currently has 

over 70% of the units with hurricane shutters. If the vote is approved unit owners would be 

required to have them installed by an agreed upon date. If they do not do so, then the condo 

association would install and bills the owners. This was discussed a few times previously as a 

board but membership never voted on shutters being mandatory. Steve would like to do 

between now and October. Could put in place once have approval of membership. John says not 

opposed to doing this, but do need a period of time.  The replacement of the master bedroom 

windows on the south wall is an owner expense. We still plan to get pricing for getting them all 

done at one time for those owners that need them. Rex suggests that it is fairly controversial 

issue since we didn’t get information on potential insurance savings—did not get information 

from agent, with all facts from condo association insurance agent (master carrier for building). 

Owners need the information. Master policy requires all windows coverage. Sam asked to defer 

this issue to the annual meeting.  

 



Minimal rental periods 

Traffic and usage of Spanish Key to enforce minimal rental days, needs to be voted on by the 
owners.  Can place restrictions on summer, need 2/3 majority vote. Sam would like to have 
summer from Memorial Day to Labor Day.  Need to get an agreement to implement for future 
seasons. Could Grandfathered until unit sells. Read asked if we can have a policy. Summer could 
be 3-Day rental or 5-Day rental or 7-Day rental.  
 
Drywall Repairs 

Drywall repair and negligence, liable for damages as put in the condo documents. Want put in 

the minutes. Recently had a leaking hose to washing machine. Got kicked back to owner to pay 

for the damage. Watching exposure. Rex reported an incident. John says common wall is 

association issue. Basically, Steve intends to update board on outside counsel—based on issue of 

accident and negligence then owner pays. 

Remodeling in high season 

Policy can be set in place for repairs and remodeling during summer time. John votes no on any 

recommendation. Units cannot always get work done in winter. Cindy says come up with 

suggestions for the owners. Difficult to dictate to homeowners, but have to be considerate of 

neighbors.   

Group Ownership of units at SK 

SK condo docs prohibit ownership of a unit by multiple families or a “time share” structure. 
(16.1.3). The BOD has had the SK docs reviewed by outside counsel who has confirmed their view 
of the docs. Prior to a sale, buyers and sales agents should have read the same in the SK docs 
provided. 
 
Suzanne from ESC suggests that we need to let current owners failing to meet the condo doc 

specifications know of the discrepancy and that they be alerted to the issue. All future sales of 

Units at SK must have the Buyer/Owner be a real person(s) or an LLC owned by the same but no 

more that 2 people. We need to see the purchase agreement. Potential owners and their sales 

brokers should be aware what our docs’ state.   Rex moves for Steve on behalf of the BOD to send 

to all unit owners including those that are in violation of their status. Second by Read Diket.  One 

opposed, John Campbell. Recommendation passed. 

Liz reported that new decals will be available for parking stickers. Leanne put in a plastic folder 

so can use for rental car. Cindy suggests that temporary passes can be issued from office with 

license number and name.  

Issue of part time pool help. Wristbands will be in place all summer long through Labor Day. Start 

up on Memorial Day weekend. Robert suggests put unit number on wristband.  

Rex was asked to update the BOD on the property to our east. Currently, it’s zoned for residential. 

The Escambia county board says will have to come before it to seek any zoning changes as no 

new construction can exceed what was previously there without a zoning change.  We did hear 



that Florabama did close on the property; however the parcel to the North side of Perdido Key 

Drive did not close due to beach mouse concerns. There is a rumor that somebody in Spanish Key 

may have sold unit to the Florabama owner however we have not seen any such sale or request 

to approve an estoppel letter. The Hiatt’s are watching progressions on east side.   

Other business. Impact of COVID-19 on the area. 

Florida approved “take out only” at restaurants, bars closed. Grocery store shelves are empty. 

Leanne reports less severe than metropolitan area. Bring your own paper products. Sherman 

reports wiping elevator buttons.  

Dog Policy 

Owners can have dogs, but renters are not allowed to bring dogs. Owners do NOT have the 

discretion to allow other people using or visiting their condo to bring dogs. Sam asked how we 

can enforce these policies. May have an issue with snowbirds, Rex asked how we want to handle.  

Rex asked for clarification on sending notice out for owners on meetings. Liz did not use constant 

contact. Owners need to be aware that we are meeting.  

Other business 

Sherman reminds us of the pool help needed, but deferred.  

Rex moved to adjourn.  Read, seconded motion to adjourn. Meeting adjourned.   

 
 Meeting adjourned at 11:59CST.  

Respectfully submitted by Cynthia Kessler, Secretary of BOD 


